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Sea Monkey FAQs
What happens if my tank looks empty?

If you find yourself with very few Sea Monkeys and they don't seem to be breeding, then you can always top up your stock
with extra eggs. Sea Monkeys have some very clever methods of ensuring their survival - see breeding for details. Or, they
might just be in the conference room for a quick meeting.

Will they steal my ideas and claim them as their own?

Because no one has yet to decipher the language of a Sea Monkey, your ideas are safe from theivery. Odds are, however, that
your Sea Monkeys already came up with a better idea anyway.

How can I tell the men from the women?

If you can't already tell by the ties and suit jackets, the males have 'antlers' and are shorter than their female counterparts. The
females are easiest to identify as they will have egg sacks about halfway down their body. These are roughly circular and white
when empty and brown when full of eggs. WARNING: It is highly advised to adhere to office harassment policies when
checking out your Sea Monkey's gender. The last thing you need is a Sea Monkey lawsuit.

Can they be trained to conduct mundane office tasks, such as copying or fetching coffee?
If you enjoy wet paper or watered-down coffee in pinhead sized cups, then yes.

What happens if they all die?

If you follow the instructions carefully then you should have no problems with your Sea Monkeys. However, if for some reason
you should lose all your Sea Monkeys, just let the water evaporate from the tank and add more water. Not to worry, there has not
been an office tradegy with a disgruntled co-worker; because of their higher intelligence, they will magically reappear as a next
generation of executives for you to enjoy.

